Great Dane Gridders Need To Find Solutions
Face Supreme Challenge; Nat'l Champ Ithaca Invades

By Bill Bruffman

IT'S THE_course of your season when you have to find solutions to your problems. The Albany football team has had to do this for the past three years. But this year, the solutions seem to be getting harder and harder to find. According to Coach John Walsh, the season opener against Ithaca is going to be a test of whether the team can find the solutions to their problems.

Junior Mike Fiorito will get the nod at quarterback this year. Mike Fiorito is a senior and has been with the team for three years. He is a strong leader and has the experience necessary to lead the team. However, the team has some concerns about the team's ability to find solutions to their problems.

The team's biggest problem is on defense. The team has lost several key players, and it is unclear if the team can find the solutions to their problems. Coach Walsh is concerned about the team's ability to find solutions to their problems.

Despite the team's concerns, Coach Walsh is confident that the team can find solutions to their problems. The team has a strong leadership group and is working hard to find solutions to their problems.

The team's biggest challenge is to find solutions to their problems. The team has a strong leadership group and is working hard to find solutions to their problems. The team is confident that they can find solutions to their problems and is ready to face the challenges of the season.

However, the team is aware that the challenges are not going to be easy. The team will have to work hard and find solutions to their problems in order to be successful.

Their Own Squad Cut, Men Try Women's Team

By Andrea Carroll

The University of the Arts has announced that the men's and women's volleyball teams will be eliminated. The decision was made after a review of the program's financial situation.

The men's volleyball team has been cut due to financial difficulties. The team has been struggling to attract enough players to compete at a high level.

The women's volleyball team has also been cut due to financial difficulties. The team has been struggling to attract enough players to compete at a high level.

The decision to cut the teams was made after a review of the program's financial situation. The university was unable to find sufficient funding to support the programs.

The decision to cut the teams has caused a great deal of concern among the players and fans. The players and fans are already preparing for the season and are hoping that the university will find a way to support the programs.

The university has promised to support the players and fans through the transition period. The university has offered to help the players find alternative ways to continue their education and athletic careers.

The decision to cut the teams has caused a great deal of concern among the players and fans. The players and fans are already preparing for the season and are hoping that the university will find a way to support the programs.
**Stony Brook Students Face Early Turmoil**

**New President Freezes Funds and Closes Bars**

by Bob Black

It's no September and SUNY Stony Brook's new president, Jerry W. Funda, has made his mark on the campus in an early showdown over student life issues. Funda, who took over in July, has already closed the student center bars, frozen funds for student groups, and announced plans to eliminate dormitory meal plans.

According to Funda, the decision to close the bars and freeze funds was made to address financial issues and to ensure proper oversight of student group activities. He also cited concerns about the safety of students in light of recent incidents involving alcohol and drug abuse.

**Israel Attacks Guerillas**

by Jim Warner

Israel launched a new wave of attacks on the Palestinian guerillas in the Gaza Strip on Tuesday, sending a U.S. jet to Havana to pick up the two militant leaders, according to sources. The attacks are part of an ongoing campaign to disrupt the guerilla operations and to control the smuggling of drugs into the country.

**Cuba Returns Hijacker**

by Jack Smith

WASHINGTON (AP) The Cuban government Thursday overwhelmed the House in favor of a bill to allow a U.S. marshal to pick up a Cuban rebel who hijacked a U.S. jetliner in Havana. The bill, which was passed by voice vote, was introduced by Rep. Jim Waxman (D-Massachusetts), who represents the district where the hijacker was arrested.

**India Denied Nuclear Fuel**

by Mark Fischetti

The United States has denied India's request for enriched uranium, saying it would go against a non-proliferation regime and could lead to a nuclear arms race. This decision comes as the Indian government is under mounting pressure to cooperate with international efforts to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons.

**CIA Reports Drug Flow**

by Peter Green

The CIA has reported that drug trafficking is a major threat to national security, with an estimated $300 billion worth of drugs flowing into the United States each year. This report comes as the government is considering new measures to combat the drug trade and to reduce its impact on public health and the economy.

**World Capsules**

**Cancer Warning Issued**

The American Cancer Society is warning of the dangers of high blood pressure, which can lead to heart disease and stroke. The society has updated its guidelines for preventing cardiovascular disease, recommending regular blood pressure checks and lifestyle changes to reduce risk.

**Carter Tones Down**

by John Schilke

President Jimmy Carter is toning down his rhetoric on the Iran hostage crisis, saying that the situation is complex and that there are no easy answers. Carter is facing criticism for his handling of the crisis, with some calling for stronger action.

**Space Mission Launched**

by Mike Hutton

NASA launched a new space mission to study the effects of radiation on human health in space. The mission, which includes a crew of astronauts, is expected to provide valuable insights into the risks of space travel and the development of effective protection measures.

**Career Planning Coordinator**

by John Alexander

The career planning coordinator at SUNY is working with students to help them plan their futures. The office offers a range of services, including career assessment, job search assistance, and networking opportunities.

**ASAP Draft Poll**

The ASAP Draft Poll is an online survey that allows students to participate in a democratic process to determine their views on the draft. The poll is designed to provide a platform for students to express their opinions and to influence the decision-making process.

**Newspaper Coverage of Draft Decision**

The newspaper coverage of the draft decision was extensive, with many articles discussing the implications of the decision for students and the broader society. Some articles highlighted the importance of considering the diverse perspectives of students and the need to ensure that the decision is fair and just.
It is very important to keep the computer's resources to contact about seven percent of those eligible did not register. The reason for this, Bctz believes, is that students may not be aware of the importance of registering or they may not have the necessary resources to do so.

Ti Programmables lead the field in performance, quality and value. They don't have to be expensive. Ti Programmables are programmable to help solve problem in Engineering, Business, Science and Math. And other high school-oriented courses. With up to 10,000 program steps, it is the only one that can save your personal program which is not lost.

The Ti Programmables include the TI-59, TI-58, TI-55 and TI-54. They are all programmable calculators that share data and program information even when the module can be turned off. And a free module now gives you that edge you need to succeed. From August 16 to October 11, 1980, is your special opportunity to purchase a Ti-59 graphical calculator at a discounted price. And get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. Or, when you buy a Ti-59, get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. This offer is only available from September 16 to October 11, 1980.

The Ti Programmables are also available in a variety of other models such as the TI-59, TI-58, TI-55, and TI-54. They are all programmable calculators that share data and program information even when the module can be turned off. And a free module now gives you that edge you need to succeed. From August 16 to October 11, 1980, is your special opportunity to purchase a Ti-59 graphical calculator at a discounted price. And get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. Or, when you buy a Ti-59, get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. This offer is only available from September 16 to October 11, 1980.

The Ti Programmables are all programmable calculators that share data and program information even when the module can be turned off. And a free module now gives you that edge you need to succeed. From August 16 to October 11, 1980, is your special opportunity to purchase a Ti-59 graphical calculator at a discounted price. And get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. Or, when you buy a Ti-59, get a minimum of $40 worth of software included with your purchase. This offer is only available from September 16 to October 11, 1980.
SA ELECTIONS
Nominations forms for the following Student Association Positions available in CC 116
September 15-19, 22 & 23 from 9am to 4pm.

Central Council
Alumni Quad- 1 seat
Colonial Quad- 1 seat
Dutch Quad- 1 seat
Indian Quad- 1 seat
State Quad- 1 seat

Off-Campus- 5 seats

SA SU
1 delegate
University Senate
Alumni Quad- 1 seat
Class of 1984
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

- only those people on the Spring 1980 ballot will be eligible for nomination

Who would you like to see speak at the college?

Come Tuesday nights at 9:00 in CC 370 to Speakers Forum meetings and help us decide

We'd like your ideas
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THE FOOD CO-OP IS NOW OPEN
Visit us in the CAMPUS CENTER

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9-8
Sat: 9-7
Sun: 9-4

CHESS CLUB
Organizational Meeting

Topics: Discussion of Upcoming Events:

- Lectures
- Tournaments
- Team Matches vs. R.P.I.
- Grandmaster Exhibitions
- Speed Chess Tournaments
- N.Y.S. Collegiate Championships

ELECTION OF NEW OFFICERS
Players of ALL strengths welcome.

Sets and Boards will be provided.
DATE: MONDAY SEPT. 22
WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER 375
TIME: 7 P.M.
SA Funded

The Technicians
Appearing Friday, September 19
at O'Hares (10:00 pm)

Welcome, What Else Do You Have To Do!!

Dr. William E. Rowley presents:
Peoples and Communities of the Upper Hudson - a series of lectures, tours, workshops.

The ASP will now publish each Tuesday and Friday of the school year (excluding holidays) to inform, entertain, and delight you.

But we've got a favor to ask. Could you take the time to fill out the survey on page 3 and drop it off by 5 pm on Wednesday at the CC Info Desk (c/o ASP)?

This way we can find out more about our audience.

Tangent
General Interest Meeting Monday, September 22
Indian Tower 9:00 Penthouse

HUMANTIES & FINE ARTS ADVISORY COUNCIL
RECEPTION: for Graduate Students and Undergraduate Majors in the College of Humanities and Fine Arts Monday, September 22
PAC Lounge, 8 pm
Welcome to ourBeautiful Fall in the Hudson Valley

Goodbye Gloria!
There's not much time for those of you whose parents have just arrived in time for the Thanksgiving dinner. But there's still time to consider what to do with the next couple of weeks before the holidays.

We hope you had a pleasant Thanksgiving. We can only imagine the fun you had with family and friends.
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W.I.R.A. interest meeting
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES
Want to get involved?
Interested in sports?
Come on down to a
Interviews conducted until the last of add/drop
7:45 p.m.
Three credits offered thru sociology

ALBANY STATE FOOTBALL
1:30 pm - Albany State vs Southern Conn. Univ.
All the Play - by - Play

September 22, 1980
Rob Edeleson
The Astoria Column
Bon Levy

Pictures And Vacuums

Quiet Games

Certificates of Merit

Helitzer Day Camp

Ghostly Goings On

GHOSTLY GOINGS ON

A variant of the previously mentioned concept of a supernatural phenomenon known as the "Ghostly Goings On" occurs at Helitzer Day Camp in the morning of a new day. A presentation in a lecture hall.

"We're here to introduce the new day," our ghost replied. "You end here as you began, only now you are four years richer in experience."

"It is, if you're in the five-year MBA program," said the spirit. "Life can't be just a presentation in a lecture hall."
Against The Draft In Berkeley

It's The Same As Before, Only Different

There are probably some forty or fifty people seated in the audience, the last row still a good seven feet away from the front. Among them are two young exemplars of the American college student anti-war movement who are conversing about the finer points of registration and the whole ugly mess. Behind them are two more young students, both wearing draft registration cards, who have been talking about the problems of registration and the draft, and the way registration affects them. Across the room, a few more students are talking about the draft, and how it affects them, and the way they have to deal with it, and how they are going to deal with it.

The crowd's attention shifted with the arrival of Stony Burke, who entered the hall, wearing a grey suit, a derby hat, and a gray beard. He spoke to the people in the audience, saying, "There are probably some forty or fifty people seated in the audience, the last row still a good seven feet away from the front. Among them are two young exemplars of the American college student anti-war movement who are conversing about the finer points of registration and the whole ugly mess. Behind them are two more young students, both wearing draft registration cards, who have been talking about the problems of registration and the draft, and the way registration affects them. Across the room, a few more students are talking about the draft, and how it affects them, and the way they have to deal with it, and how they are going to deal with it.

Welcome to the left

There were probably some forty or fifty people seated in the audience, the last row still a good seven feet away from the front. Among them are two young exemplars of the American college student anti-war movement who are conversing about the finer points of registration and the whole ugly mess. Behind them are two more young students, both wearing draft registration cards, who have been talking about the problems of registration and the draft, and the way registration affects them. Across the room, a few more students are talking about the draft, and how it affects them, and the way they have to deal with it, and how they are going to deal with it.

The tools to scale the wall were buried within each elephant's trunk and structure of their year-old skull."

It was a well-organized operation and a good deal more complex than it initially appeared. The tools were hidden in various parts of the elephant's body and could be retrieved by simply pushing on them. The tools were made of strong, lightweight materials and were designed to be easy to use. The elephants were trained to use the tools and were able to retrieve them quickly and efficiently.

The egg is hatched.

For the first time since Vietnam ended, the northern elephant species in the United States experienced a peak breeding season. The peak breeding season was characterized by high numbers of births and a high percentage of live births. The peak breeding season was likely due to several factors, including a reduction in the number of elephants killed for ivory, improved conservation efforts, and increased awareness of the need to protect the species. The peak breeding season was a positive sign for the future of the northern elephant species and provided hope for the survival of the species.
The Movies You'll Probably Miss

By Tom Bonfiglio

The movies that were hits this year have been disappointments in their reviews. The reviews have been mainly negative and disappointing. The movies have not been as good as expected, and the reviews have been generally negative.

Jim Dixon

The movie that was the biggest hit this year has been disappointing. The movie has been a disappointment in its reviews. The reviews have been generally negative and disappointing, and the movie has not been as good as expected.

The Mo-dettes: In A Pickle

By Ed Pinka

The band has been on a roll lately with their new album, "In A Pickle." The album has been a hit, and the band has been gaining popularity.

Wild Album

The album has been a hit, and the band has been gaining popularity.

B-52 Number Two

The album has been a hit, and the band has been gaining popularity.

Ed Pinka

The band has been on a roll lately with their new album, "In A Pickle." The album has been a hit, and the band has been gaining popularity.

Tom Bonfiglio

The movie that was the biggest hit this year has been disappointing. The movie has been a disappointment in its reviews. The reviews have been generally negative and disappointing, and the movie has not been as good as expected.
Before and After SUNYA
Suzanne Garber

The Return Of Fred The Bird

Confusing Dorm Deal
Insists the Hike in Room Fees is Imperative

Bus System in Ruins

editorial
WHERE CAN YOU SWIM, RUN, EXERCISE, PLAY?
THE YMCA OF COURSE!

WELCOME TO ALBANY!
College student yearly rates
Men-$60.00
Women-$50.00
Present this ad for one FREE visit to the Y...
$5.00 value
...limit one per student
Albany YMCA. 274 Washington Avenue.
476-7196

These two TI calculators can help you handle courses in math, in science, or business.
Now, and in the real world.

The 75-11 advanced slide rule calculator.
A powerful tool that performs 112 functions, including trigonometry, exponents, logarithms, and more. It's the perfect solution for complex calculations in mathematics, science, and business.

The 75-10 programmable calculator.
A versatile device that allows you to store and recall programs, making it ideal for repetitive calculations. It comes with a built-in data management system and a large display for easy reading.

These calculators are designed with the needs of your students in mind, offering a range of features to enhance their learning experience.

Get them now at your local TI dealer or through our website. Let us help you make the most of your education.
**Student Association**

**Mandatory Group Meeting**

**September 22, 1980**

**Campus Center Ballroom**

7:30 pm

This meeting is mandatory for all SA funded group officers but everyone interested in leadership and Student Association is welcome.

The topic of tonight is:

*Cheech and Chong Presents: 'The Money You Spend May Be Your Own'*

In addition to discussing some new programing ideas, Kathy Nusbaum and her staff have been asked to come and introduce the Leadership workshops.

Whether you’re an SA Officer or not the brief amount of time spent at this meeting will help you to be not just a better officer but a better student leader.

Any Questions Call Bob at 7-8867

A Unique Opportunity in Photography

---

**Interest Meeting**

**Wednesday September 24 at 6:00 pm**

**in Campus Center Room 305**

The exclusive photographers for the ASP and the yearbook.

**Women Netters Clip Binghamton**

by Bob Girvan

In their first match of the season, the women's varsity tennis team swept Binghamton behind freshman Cari Solomon to 4-3.

In the number two spot was Sophomore Elise Solomon, elder sister of teammate Cari, defeated Binghamton's Tracey Bauer, 6-1, 6-3.

Junior Anne Newman, down to the number four spot, lost to Binghamton's Karen Karlewicz, 1-6, 0-6.

Sophomore Nancy Light, who beat her opponent, junior Lisa Daniels, 6-1, 6-4, became Albany's number one player last year when Lisa Daniels was sidelined with an illness, Dcncrnan, called by Mrs. Mann, who nicknamed Bard Enmas. Light's playing in a 'Time against the clock where the competition is met only man deal and playing the other player into making a mistake.'

Junior Sue Bard, class of 1981, placed in the number seven quarter of the bracket and beat an unknown opponent, 6-0, 6-2.

Women Nova Scotia very likely needs some time consideration. More likely the match will be going on Saturday night in Nova Scotia.

Albany Harriers Lose

by Mike Bolly

Harriers opened their season against the College of New Rochelle and lost, 36-24.

The most notable victory was against Fordham, 16-12, in which Harriers defeated the Rams 4-2, 6-2 and 1-6. Despite the loss, Harriers believe they can compete with the best teams in the country.

Harriers can be seen playing every home game at the College of New Rochelle's stadium.

---

**GRAND OPENING**

**OF THE RECORD CO-OP**

**MONDAY**

**SEPTEMBER 22ND**

**11:00 A.M.**

**In Store Sales plus The Lowest Prices in Town**

**REGULAR HOURS**

**11-4:30**

**MONDAY - FRIDAY**

---

**TASTE THE BEER THAT OUTSELLS ALL THE OTHERS IN CANADA:**

**LABATT'S**

**Good News**

Labatt's,...

**First in the hearts of its countrymen**

**THINK OF CANADA**

**THINK OF LABATT'S**

---

**Women Netters Clip Binghamton**

by Bob Girvan

In their first match of the season, the women's varsity tennis team swept Binghamton behind freshman Cari Solomon to 4-3.

In the number two spot was Sophomore Elise Solomon, elder sister of teammate Cari, defeated Binghamton's Tracey Bauer, 6-1, 6-3.

Junior Anne Newman, down to the number four spot, lost to Binghamton's Karen Karlewicz, 1-6, 0-6.

Sophomore Nancy Light, who beat her opponent, junior Lisa Daniels, 6-1, 6-4, became Albany's number one player last year when Lisa Daniels was sidelined with an illness, Dencrnan, called by Mrs. Mann, who nicknamed Bard Enmas. Light's playing in a 'Time against the clock where the competition is met only man deal and playing the other player into making a mistake.'

Junior Sue Bard, class of 1981, placed in the number seven quarter of the bracket and beat an unknown opponent, 6-0, 6-2.

Women Nova Scotia very likely needs some time consideration. More likely the match will be going on Saturday night in Nova Scotia.

---

**Happy Haunted Birthday Skip**

322 Moreau Saturday, 8:00 pm
ALBANY STATE CINEMA
presents "10"
Friday and Saturday
7:30 and 10:00
September 19 and 20
L.C. 18 $1.00 w/tax
$1.00 w/out
SA Funded

FROSH
INTERESTED in making your class the best class ever?
DO you like POWER, PRESTIGE and MONEY?
BUT seriously... FIND out about your class
government and how you can get involved.

IMPORTANT meeting for all interested frosh
Monday Sept. 22 7:30 pm campus center assembly hall
For more info, call Gary Schatsky
457-8087
436-0056

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!
Albany Errors Squash Chances Over Ithaca

Hold Up Under Pressure; Depth The Key to Success

by Larry Katz

The Albany base man's second trip to the end zone by Dane safety Mark Bowen was a key to the Bombers' 28-21 victory over Ithaca yesterday. Bowen's first touchdown of the game put the Bombers up 14-12 in the third quarter and set the stage for a Sewards' victory.

The Sewards, who had scored 21 points in the first quarter, were held scoreless for the remainder of the game. Albany's win over Ithaca, which improved its record to 3-1, was a welcome relief for the Sewards, who had been defeated by Ithaca in the previous two meetings.

The Sewards' scoring in the third quarter was a result of the Sewards' inability to execute their offense. They had driven the ball to the Albany 21-yard line, but were forced to punt after two unsuccessful plays.

The Sewards' loss was a blow to their hopes of making the playoffs. With the loss, they fell to 2-2 on the season and are now out of contention for the playoffs.

The Sewards' performance was a disappointment to their fans, who had expected them to make a strong run. The Sewards had a chance to make a statement with a victory, but were unable to capitalize on their opportunities.

The Sewards' loss was a result of a combination of factors. They were unable to execute their offense, and their defense was unable to stop the Albany offense. The Sewards' loss was a setback for their season, but they will look to bounce back in their next game.